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ABSTRACT 
Some results are obtained relating topological properties of polyhedral cones to 
algebraic properties of matrices whose columns are the extremal vectors of tbe cone. 
In addition, several characterizations of positive operators on polyhedral cones are 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P be an n-rowed matrix whose columns are nonzero vectors in real 
Euclidean m-space, R m. Tbe set of all nonnegative linear combinations of 
the columns of P is a cone which is called a polyhedral (or finitely generated) 
cone. The matrix P is called a generating matrix for the cone. A positive 
operator on a cone is a linear transformation which maps the cone into itself. 
In Section 3, geometric properties of polyhedral cones are identified with 
algebraic properties of corresponding generating matrices, and a theorem 
about finitely generated cones and generalized inverses is obtained. Let P 
and Q be generating matrices for dual cones C and C*. Then C* is contained 
in any cone generated by a generalized inverse of P*, but the given 
generating matrix Q for C* is a generalized inverse of P* only in case C is 
simplicial. 
In Section 4 necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a matrix to 
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be a positive operator on a polyhedral cone, and in particular a simple 
connection between positive operators on polyhedral cones and nonnegative 
matrices is determined. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
In R”, the column vector e, for 1 < i < n, has the number I in the i-th 
coordinate and is zero in all other coordinates. If b is a vector or matrix, the 
notation b > 0 (> 0) means that each coordinate of b is nonnegative (posi- 
tive). The set of all x E R n, such that x > 0, is denoted by R “+ . 
A set C in R” is a cone if and only if C is closed under nonnegative scalar 
multiplication. A cone is said to be closed and convex if the corresponding 
point set is closed and convex, respectively. A cone in R” is said to be fd if 
it contains n linearly independent vectors. If a cone C has the property that 
when x E C, x # 0 then - x 9 C, C is said to be pointed. A cone is proper if it 
is closed, convex, full, and pointed. 
If C is a nonempty set in R” then the dual of C is the set C* 
= {x E R n(~ ‘y > 0 for all y E C}. The set C* is a closed, convex cone [l] and 
in case C is a cone, C* is called the dual cone of C. Ben-Israel [l] proves also 
that C = C* * if and only if C is a closed convex cone. 
If C is a convex cone, then the boundary of C, denoted by X, is the set of 
all vectors I E C such that there is a .a E C*, .z#O for which Z’X = 0. The 
interior of C, denoted by Co, is the set of all elements in C not in X. 
If x i, . . . ,x, are vectors in R n then a nonnegative (positive) combination of 
these vectors is any vector of the form Zs= ,bixj where bj 2 0 ( > 0). A set of 
vectors is said to be nonnegatively (positively) independent if no vector of 
the set is a nonnegative (positive) combination of the others. 
It follows directly from the definition that no column of a generating 
matrix can be null. If P is a generating matrix for a cone, then P is said to be 
a minimal generating matrix for C in case the columns of P are nonnegatively 
independent. Given any generating matrix P for a polyhedral cone C there is 
a submatrix formed by taking a subset of the columns of P, which is a 
minimal generating matrix for C. If P is a matrix, then G(P) denotes the set 
of all nonnegative combinations of the columns of P. Note that P is a 
generating matrix for G(P) only in case P has no zero column. 
A vector, x, of a cone C is called extremul if x = y + Z, with y and z # 0 in 
C, implies y is a nonnegative multiple of 2. 
A positive operator, A, is said to be C-irreducible in case A has no 
eigenvector in the boundary of C. A is strictly positive if A maps C into its 
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interior. The statement that A is C-irreducible is equivalent to the statement 
that (I + A)’ is strictly positive for some positive integer r [8]. 
Using the notation of Schneider and Vidyasgar [7] let 
~(C)={AERnX”]ACCC}, (2.1) 
~‘(C)={AE~(C)]A~~C-irreducible}, (2.2) 
~+(C)={AE~~(C)]ACCC’}, (2.3) 
In addition, Schneider and Vidyasgar define 
~,(C)={~]~+z~E77(C)forsomerealz}, (2.4) 
a;(C)={A]A+xZEn’(C) forsomerealz}, (2.5) 
~~(C)={~]~+zIE~+(C)forsornerealz}, (2.6) 
We shall have occasion to use generalized inverses of matrices. The 
unique Moore-Penrose inverse satisfies four properties [4] and is well known. 
However, we have interest only in one of these properties. 
If P is an n x m matrix then any m x n matrix X which satisfies PXP= P is 
called a (1)-inverse of P and is denoted by P(i). For a given P, P(l) is not 
necessarily unique. 
The following elementary topological property of interior points is useful 
and is stated without proof. 
REMARK 2.1. If C is a proper cone in R n, x E Co, and y E R n then there 
is a t>O such that tx- ~EC. 
3. ALGEBRAIC AND GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATIONS 
OF GENERATING MATRICES 
In this section we wish to determine necessary and sufficient conditions 
that two matrices P and Q be generating matrices for dual cones C and C*. 
If P is an n-rowed matrix then the statement that P satisfies Si, i = 1 or 2 
or 3 means: 
Sl. Rank P= n. 
S2. Pb=O, b>O=+b=O. 
S3. The columns of P. are nonnegatively independent. 
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For the sake of completeness we include the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose C = G(P) where P is n X m. Then 
(1) C is a closed and convex cone. 
(2) P satisfies S 1 if and only if C is fun. 
(3) P satisfies S2 if and only if P has no zero column and C is pointed. 
(4) Zf C is pointed and P has no zero column then P satisfies S3 if and 
only if the only nonnegative solution to PX = P is X = 1. 
Proof. For (l), the fact that the cone C is a closed convex cone is 
sufficiently clear. 
To prove (2), let n be the rank of P. Then P has n linearly independent 
columns each of which belongs to C. Thus C is full. On the other hand, if C 
is full then there exist n linearly independent vectors in C, Y,, . . . , Y,,. Let Y 
be n x n with columns Yi, i = 1,. . . , n. Then there is an m X n matrix B > 0 
such that PB = Y and Y is nonsingular. Therefore, the rank of P is n. 
To obtain (3) suppose P satisfies S2. Clearly P can have no zero column. 
For example, if the j-th column were zero Pei = 0 and ei # 0, which contra- 
dicts that P satisfies S2. Suppose that C is not pointed. Then there exists 
xEC, x#O such that -xEC. But x=Pblr b,>O, b,#O and -x=Pbn, 
b,>O, b,#O. Thus 0=x-x=P(b,+b,)=Pb where b>O,b#O. This con- 
tradicts the fact that P satisfies S2. Conversely, suppose C is pointed and P 
has no zero column. If S2 is not satisfied then there is a b > 0, b # 0 such that 
Pb = xy=‘=,biPi =O. But this implies, if b, >O, that b,P, = - IEi+,biPi which 
contradicts the fact that C is pointed, since P, # 0. 
To prove (4) supp ose C is pointed, that P satisfies S3, and there exists a 
B > 0 such that PB = P. Then for any i = 1,. . . ,m there is a b > 0 such that 
2 izibiPi = (1 - bi)Pj. If bj < 1 then clearly, Pi #O is a nonnegative combina- 
tion of the other columns of P, contradicting that P satisfies S3. Thus, bj > 1 
and, since C is pointed and satisfies S2, ~iizibiPi + (bi - l)Pi = 0 implies bi = 1 
and bi = 0 for all i # j. This proves B = 1. Conversely, if the only nonnegative 
solution to Px = Pi is ei, i = 1,. . . , m then P is minimal. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
The following theorem gives some properties of extremal vectors and, for 
finitely generated cones, connects properties of extremal vectors and cor- 
responding generating matrices. Part (2) of this theorem is contained in the 
paper by Goldman and Tucker [3] but for the sake of completeness we 
include a simple proof given by M. Poole [5]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose C and C* are dual cones in R “. 
(1) Zf C is pointed, any nonzero uector in C orthogonal to n - 1 linearly 
independent vectors in C* is an extremal vector of C. 
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(2) ZfC= G,(P) d an z is an extremal vector of C* then z is orthogonal to 
n - 1 linearly independent columns of P. Note, the assumptions here imply 
that P must have at least n - 1 columns. 
(3) Zf C= G(P), evey extremul vector of C is a nonnegative multiple of 
some column of P. 
(4) Zf C=G(P) h w ere P satisfies S2 and S3, then each column of P is 
an extremul vector of C. 
Proof. To prove (l), let XEC, r#O and the vectors { yi}, j=l,...,n-1, 
be a linearly independent set in C* such that 
yirx = 0, j=l , . . . ,n - 1. (3.1) 
Suppose x = z + w, with z #O and w in C. Then (3.1) implies yiTz = yiTw = 0, 
j=l,..., n - 1, so that w is a nonnegative multiple of z and x is an extremal 
vector. 
To prove (2), let x be an extremal vector of C*. Let S be a maximal set of 
linearly independent columns of P orthogonal to z. Suppose S has k < n - 1 
elements. Let S 1 be the set of all vectors in R” orthogonal to S. If S is the 
empty set we define S 1 to be R n. Since S 1 has dimension greater than 1 
there is a u E S 1 such that z and u are linearly independent. Then z is the 
sum of two vectors in S 1 , 4z + flu and tz - pu, which are linearly inde- 
pendent if fi # 0. Suppose there is a column of P not in the linear span of S, 
and let Q1,. . . ,Qr be all the columns of P not in the linear span of S. Let 
c=minzTQi, j=l,..., randd=maxluTQjI,j=l,...,r.ChooseP>Osuchthat 
hc>pd. Then (&z+Pu)~Q~>O and (~.z--/~u)~Q~>O for j=l,...,r and 
clearly 4 z + bu and t .z - pu are orthogonal to all other columns of P. Thus z 
is the sum of two linearly independent vectors in C* contradicting the fact 
that z is extremal. On the other hand, if all columns of P are in the linear 
span of S, then clearly S 1 is contained in C* and for any p # 0, z is the sum 
of two linearly independent vectors in C*. Therefore, z must be orthogonal 
to k > n - 1 linearly independent columns of P. 
For (3), let C= G(P) and suppose x is an extremal vector of C. Then 
I = Pb for some b > 0. Clearly if b has at most one nonzero component the 
claim is true. Suppose b,,, . . .,b,, s > 2 are the nonzero components of b. 
Then x = b,,P,, + Eiz2bkPk. Since x is extremal, ~~_2b~P~ = abi,Pil, cx > 0. 
Therefore x is a nonnegative multiple of pi, and part 3) is true. 
To prove (4) suppose P satisfies S2 and S3 and Pi = x+ y where x, y belong 
to C, x=Zy=‘=,ciPi and y=Cy=‘=,diPi, ci > 0, di > 0, i= 1,. . .,m. Then P, 
= CT= l(cj + di)Pj. From Theorem (3.1) part (4) it must be true that cj + di = 0 
for j#l and q+d,=l. Thus ci=di=O for j#i so that x=c,P, and y=d,P, 
and the result follows. 
If P and Q are n-rowed matrices, then the statement that the pair P, Q 
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satisfy Mi, i = 1,2,3, or 4 means: 
Ml. QTP>O. 
M2. xTP>04c>O~x=Qc. 
M3. P has at least n - 1 columns and if y #O, y TP > 0 and for some set 
of n - 1 linearly independent columns of P, 
{ P,,‘i,’ ..PL_l},yTPik=O,k=l ,..., n-l, 
=Ely>Oandj3y=yQi, 
where Qi is the i-th column of Q. 
M4. P has at least n - 1 columns and each row of Q TP contains n - 1 
zeros corresponding to linearly independent columns of P. 
We shall say that the pair of n-rowed matrices P, Q satisfies (M) if P satisfies 
(Sl) and (S2) and the pair P,Q satisfies (Ml). 
In the next theorem we show that (M), (M2), and (M3) are all necessary 
for P and Q to be generating matrices of proper dual cones, C and C*. 
However, (M) with (M2) or (M3) is shown to be sufficient. In Theorem 3.4 
we show that (M4) is also necessary if the generating matrices are minimal. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose P and Q are generating matrices for proper dual 
cones C and C*. Then (M) holds and P and Q satisfy (M2) and (M3). On 
the other hand if P and Q are n-rowed matrices satisfying (M) together with 
(M2) ur (M3) then P and Q are generating matrices for proper dual cones. 
Proof Suppose P and Q are generating matrices for proper dual cones C 
and C*. By Theorem 3.1, P and Q both satisfy (Sl) and (S2). The fact that 
(Ml) and (M2) hold is clear by the definition of generating matrices and dual 
cones. To show (M3) holds, let y be a non-zero vector satisfying y TP > 0 and 
y’Pk =o (k=l,...,n-1), (3.2) 
where P,,, . . . , P-,_, are linearly independent columns of P. Then by Theorem 
3.2 parts (1) and (3) y is a nonnegative multiple of a column of Q. 
Now suppose P and Q are n-rowed matrices satisfying (M) and (M2) or 
(M3). Since P satisfiez (Sl), (S2), P is a generating matrix for a proper cone. 
Let C=_G(P) and C= G(Q). The fact that the-pair P,Q satisfies (Ml) 
implies C c C*. It is clear that (M2) implies C* G C, so if (M) holds together 
with (M2) the theorem is proved. 
We will show that if (M3) holds the extr_emal vectors for C* are contained 
in C, from which it will follow that C* c C [8]. 
Let y be an extremal vector of C*. Then, by Theorem 3.2, Part (2), y is 
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orthogonal to n - 1 linearly independent columns of the matrix P. By (M3) 
this implies that y is a positive multiple of one of the columns of Q and 
hence belongs to C. 
In the next theorem we give a characterization of minimal generating 
matrices for proper dual cones. 
THEOREM 3.4. P and Q are minimal generating matrices for proper dual 
cones C and C* if and only if P satisfies (S l), (S2), (S3), and Q is a matrix 
with the maximum number of columns satisfying (S3), (M 1) and (M4) with 
respect to P. 
Proof. Assume P and Q are minimal generating matrices for proper dual 
cones C and C*. By Theorem 3.3 (M) holds together with (M2) and (M3J and 
by definition of minimality P and Q-both satisfy (S3). Now assume Q is a 
matrix satisfying_(S3) and the pair P, Q satisfies (Ml) and (M4). We show th$ 
any column of Q is a multiple of a column of Q. Let x be a column of Q. 
Then by (S3), z#O; by (Ml), ZEC*; and by (M4), z is orthogonal to n-l 
linearly independent vectors of the minimal set S of generating vectors for C. 
By Theorem 3.2, Part (1) z is an extremal vector for C* and by Part (3) this 
implies that x is a positivz multiple of a column of Q. Then by (S3) for Q, the 
number of columns in Q cannot be greater than the number of columns in 
Q. Conversely, suppose P satisfies (Sl), (S2), (S3), and Q is a matrix with 
maximum number of columns satisfying (S3), (Ml), and (M4) with respect to 
P. Clearly, such a maximum exists since the number of columns _satisfying 
(S3) and @4) with respect to P is bounded. Let C = G(P) and C = G( Qj. 
We have C c C* in view of (M4). Now, suppose C* is not_contaiped in C. 
Then the:e is an extremal vector, y, in C* which is not ip C. Let Q = (Q, y). 
Then P, Q 2atisfies (Ml) and by Theorem 3.2, Part12) P, Q satisfies (M4). It is 
true that Q satisfies (S3), since Q does and y E C. But this contradicts the 
fact that Q is a matrix with maximum number of columns satisfying (S3), and 
(Ml) and (M4) with respect to P. Thus C*= G(Q) and the theorem is 
proved. 
If P is an n X n nonsingular generating matrix for a proper cone, then 
(P T)-l is a minimal generating matrix for the dual cone since (P’) - ’ is a 
matrix with the maximum number of columns satisfying (S3), (Ml), and (M4) 
with respect to P. More generally, one might ask the question, if P is a 
minimal generating matrix for a proper dual cone, is G(PT(‘)) = G*(P)? The 
following theorem answers this question. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose the nX m matrix P is a minimal generating 
matrix for the proper cone C and PTcl) is a (1)-inuerse of PT. Then C* is 
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contained in the cone D= G(PT(‘)). Moreover D= C* if and only if m= n. 
Proof First, we note that C* = {x E R nlPT9c > 0). In addition, if b > 0 
and the linear system PTx= b is consistent, then all solutions can be 
expressed in the form x = P T(l)b + y, where y is in the null space of PT. But 
the cone C is full which by Theorem 3.1, Part (2) implies rank PT= n and in 
this case the null space of PT contains only the zero vector. Therefore every 
vector XE C* can be written in the form P T(l)b for some b > 0, which proves 
the first part of the theorem. 
Now, suppose D= C*. Then PT(‘)ei E C* and Pei E C so that eiTP(‘)Pei 
= ( P(‘)P)ii > 0 for i, j = 1 , . . . ,m implies P(‘)P > 0. In view of Theorem 3.1, Part 
(4), since P(P(‘)P) = P , we have P(‘)P=I, so n=rankP=rankP(‘)P=m. In 
case n = m, then P is nonsingular and the linear system PTx= b is consistent 
for any b > 0 and clearly D = C*. 
Note, that PT(‘) is in general not unique, so C* is contained in the 
intersection of all cones G(PT(‘)). Is C* equal to this intersection? 
4. POSITIVE OPERATORS ON FINITELY-GENERATED CONES 
Suppose a cone C in R n is finitely-generated. In the following theorem we 
show that when the generating vectors for C and C* are known, we have an 
easy criterion for a positive operator on C. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose C and C* are finitely generated cones in R” with 
generating matrices 
P=[P,,...,P/J, Q=[QvvQd (4.1) 
Then an n x n matrix A is a positive operator on the cone C if and only if 
QTAP 20. (4.2) 
NOTE: Q and P are not necessarily minimal. 
Proof Suppose A E n(C). Then 
APi E C( j= 1,. . . ,h). 
Since the vectors Qi generate C*, we have 
(4.3) 
QTAq > 0 (i=l ,..., k; j-1 ,..., h), 
so that QTAP > 0. 
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Conversely, suppose A is a matrix such that QTAP > 0, then since 
C**=C, the column vectors AP,EC (j=l,...,h) thus AEr(C). As a 
corollary we immediately obtain, in the case where C is finitely generated, 
the well-known theorem that A E T(C) if and only if A T E r( C*). 
The following theorem gives another criterion for a matrix to be a positive 
operator on a finitely generated cone. 
It has been shown [6] that an n X n matrix A is similar to a nonnegative 
matrix B if and only if A is a positive operator on a cone generated by n 
linearly independent vectors. 
In this case the transformation matrix P such that 
P-‘AP= B, B >O 
is the matrix of generating vectors for the cone. Theorem 4.2 generalizes this 
result to the case where the cone C has a (not necessarily minimal) generat- 
ing matrix P of rank n. First, we observe that the statement A E r(C), where 
C has generating matrix P, is equivalent to the statement that there exists 
B > 0 such that P is a commutator [2] from A to B, i.e., 
AP= PB, B >O. (4.4) 
We may assume, without loss of generality that, if the rank of P is r, the 
first r columns of P are linearly independent since the statement (4.4) is 
equivalent to 
A(PR)=(PR)(RTBR), 
where R is a permutation matrix. Thus we may 
P= (P,,P,S), 
assume that P can be written 
where P, is n X r and has rank r. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose C=G(P) h w ere P=P,(I,,S) i.s nXm and P, is 
nonsingular. Zf A E r ( C ) and AP= PB where B > 0 is partitioned as 
n m-n 
n 
B= 
m-n, 
(4.5) 
then 
B,,= - SB,,+(B,,+ SB,,)S (4.6) 
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and B is similar to 
A 0 
i i 
. Conversely, if there exists a B > 0 partitioned as 
* * 
in (4.5) which satisfies (4.6) then A = P1(Bll+ SB,,)P,-‘E r(C). 
Proof. Suppose A E T(C) and B > 0 such that AP= PB with B 
partitioned as in (4.5). Since the rank of P is n, there exists a nonsingular 
matrix T such that 
PT= (I,,O), (4.7) 
where 0 is an n X m - n matrix of zeros. In fact, T can be taken to be 
and a direct calculation gives 
T-‘BT= ‘1 ‘2 
[ 1 > * * (4.8) 
where 
U,=P,(B,,+ SB,,)P;’ 
U,=P,[(B,,+SB21)S+B,,+SB221. 
Then AP= PB is equivalent to 
A(PT)=(PT)(T-‘BT), 
or 
(A, 0) = ( u,> u2). 
Thus U,=O implies that (4.6) holds and along with (4.8) proves the first part 
of the theorem. 
Suppose B > 0 is partitioned as in (4.5) and B satisfies (4.6). Let T be 
defined as above and let A= P1(Bll+ SB2JPlp1. Then, in view of (4.7) and 
(4.8) 
A(PT)=(A,O)=(PT)(T-lBT), 
which is equivalent to AP= PB, i.e., A E T(C). 
Thus, given P, the set T(C) can be obtained by the first determining the 
set M of all B > 0 such that Eq. (4.6) is satisfied. This set is a closed, convex, 
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pointed, (full?) cone. Then n(C) is the set of all matrices P,(B,, + SB,,)P;’ 
where B EM. 
In Theorem 4.3 we show a connection between the sets of matrices 
defined by Schneider and Vidyasgar (2.1) - (2.6) for arbitrary polyhedral 
cones and the corresponding sets defined on the nonnegative cone. The 
following lemma is needed in the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
LEMMA Suppose the n x m matrix P is a generating matrix for the proper 
cone C. Then XE Co if and only if there is a b >0 such that x= Pb. 
Proof Suppose x= Pb with b > 0 and x E aC. By definition, there is a 
y E C*, y#O, such that yrx=O. Then yTPb=Xy=‘=,bi yTPi =O. Since bi >0 
and yTPi>O, i=l ,..., m then yTPi=O, i=l,..., m. But rank P=n, since C is 
full (Theorem 3.1, Part 2)) 
is nonzero. Thus x E Co. 
so that y = 0, contradicting the assumption that y 
Now, suppose x E C ‘. Let y E Co such that y = Pb,, b, > 0. Since x E Co 
by Remark 2.1, there is a t > 0 such that tx - y E C. Therefore tx - y = Pb, 
for some b,>O. Thus x=(l/t)P(b,+b,)=Pb, b>O. 
Let Q be one of the symbols r, +,r+,r,,rr;,~~. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose P is an n X m generating matrix for the proper 
cone C. 
(1) If a# 7~’ or TT; then A EO(C) if and only if there exists B E Q(Ry) 
such that AP= PB. 
(2) Zf Q = T’ or YT; then A E&I(C) if there exists B EG(R~) such that 
AP= PB. In this case the converse is not necessarily true. 
Proof Let A E r(C). By definition of a positive operator and a finitely 
generated cone, for each i= 1,. . ., m APj=Ey=‘=,b,jPi, where bii >O; i.e., 
AP= PB. Suppose on the other hand that B E sr(RT) such that AP= PB. Let 
x E C. Then x = Pb for some b > 0 and Ax = APb = PBb which is clearly in C. 
Thus A ET(C). 
Let A ET+(C). By definition for each j=l,...,m,APiECo. Use of the 
Lemma implies that for each i, j = 1,. . . ,m there exists bit > 0 such that 
APi = zyz’,,biiPi; i.e., AP= PB, B Esr+(RT). Now suppose there is a 
BEm+(RT) such that AP=PB. If XEC, then x=Pb, b>O, and Ax=APb 
= PBb = Pb’ where b’ > 0. By the Lemma, Ax E Co. Thus A E r+(C). 
Let A E vi(C). By definition there is a real z such that A + zI E r(C). In 
view of the above there is a B E n(R I;) such that (A + zZ) P= PB or, 
equivalently, AP=P(B-zI)=PB’. Thus B’E~T~(R;~). The proof for ~1’ is 
similar. Now suppose B E m,(R y) such that AP= PB. Then there is 
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B’Ea(RT) such that B=B’+zZ for some real z. Thus AP=P(B’+zZ) 
which implies (A - zZ)P= PZ?’ and therefore A ET,(C). The proof for r: 
and $ is similar. 
Suppose there is a B E r’(R T) such that AP = PB. Then (I + 
B) m-‘Ea+(RT), and since (Z+A)“-‘P=P(Z+B)“- it follows from the 
above argument that (Z+A)“-‘Err+(C); i.e., AEm’( 
The following example shows that the converse in Part 2 is not true. 
Consider the cone C with generating matrix 
and the matrices 
4 0 
A=o-2 I 
0 
2 and B= 
0 2 -2 
1 
- 
1 
1 
1  
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 4 
1 4 0 
It is easily verified that C is proper, AP= PB, and that sp B = (4, - 4,2,0} 
with eigenvectors the columns of 
i 0 1 -1 0 1
and spA = { 4, - 4,0} with eigenvectors the columns of 
I 0 100 -1 11 1 
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The eigenvector of A corresponding to 4 is in Co and is the only eigenvector 
of A in C. Vandergraft [8] has shown that A is C-irreducible if and only if A 
has exactly one eigenvector in C and this is in Co. Thus A E r’(C). Moreover, 
since AP, = 4P, and AP, = 4P, then the last two columns of B are uniquely 
determined and clearly any B E r(R y) which satisfies AP= PB is reducible. 
REMARK. In the proof of the above theorem, in case D is 7~ or 7ri, it is not 
required that C be proper. 
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